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48 GREEK POLITICAL THEORY 

of his generation; and to their philosophy, 'Better be wicked than 
just', he answers by an appeal to divine rctribution. 1 

A new era dawned in the first days of Solon (circ. 6oo s.c.). 
An economic crisis, of which the first mutterings may perhaps be 
detected in the verse of Hesiod, had visited Greece in the seventh 
century. The land of the poor had been eaten by mortgages and 
annexed by their wealthy neighbours; a new temper and new 
laws had to be found for Greece if chaos was to be avoided. The 
new temper was preached by Delphi: the new laws were found 
by law-givers like Solon. The preaching of Delphi was the in
spiration of what is sometimes called the Greek Reformation. 
About 6oo s.c .... Delphi. tore itself away from the tribe of the 
Phocians, and became a church-state. The oracle of Delphi was 
famous; its priests had an old tradition of their god, Apollo, as 
the inventor of purification from the guilt of blood: and they 
widened that tradition until they made him the interpreter of 
Greek ethics and the exponent of Greek law.1 The gist of the 
ethical teaching of the oracle was the need of moderation. The 
beauty of temperance - the need of remembering that a bound is 
set to all things, which they may not overpass; th.\t (~ Pindar, 
echoing Delphi, sang 1) 'the way beyond the pillars of Hercules 
cannot be trod by the feet of wise men or fools' - these were its 
lessons. The lust of gain, which had wrought all the past trouble, 
must come under rule and regimen: 'nothing in excess' must be, 
for the future, the motto of life. Thus was established a tradition 
which was to last long and to sink deep in Greek life - a tradition 
reinforced by the Pythagorean doctrine of Limit, and expounded 
in its classical form in the Aristotelian doctrine of the Mean. 

If Apollo was the interpreter of ethics, he was also the exponent 
of law; and the law-givers, whose activity is coincident with the 
Greek Reformation, sought to translate into practice the Delphic 
lessons of limit and moderation. Later tradition spoke of Seven 
Sages, of whom Solon is the only historical figure; and it ascribed 
to the Seven a ~r of political activity, and something of a 
political philosophy couched in the form of proverbs - irl,µ,a.Ta 
fJpaxEa J.tu,µ.V'f/µ.OvEVTa, as Plato says - in which some facet of 
truth, taught by experience or discerned by inquisitive eyes, was 
permanently preserved. The 'sayings of the Seven Sages' arc, in
deed, largely ethical; but scattered among their ethical sayings 

1 Works ad D'!ls, :LfS-64-
• 01.,mp., 3, 44-5. 

• Wilamowitz, op. cit., pp. 87-8. 
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we find political truths such asap~ 3.vSpa. 8E{en: 'Office will ~how 
the stuff of which a man is made.' 1 Plato tells us that the fruits of 
their wisdom were dedicated by the Seven in congress to the 
temple of Apollo at Delphi, 1 thus attesting a tradition ~f their 
connection with the teaching of the.god; and the Amphictyons 
are said to have inscribed their sayings on the temple-walls, so 
that they seemed to acquire something of the sanc~ty of~ divine 
revelation. 'In these celebrated names we have social philosophy 
in its early and inf an tile state.' 8 Like the social philosophy of the 
Seven Sages, the political acti'?ty ?f t~c historical _Iaw-gi~~ of 
the Solonian age followed the 10Spiration of Delphi. Their aim, 

so far as we can judge from the records of the work of Solon, was 
to apply the lessons of limit and moderation to the sphere of 
social and political life, and 'to restore the unity of the State by 
restricting the use of wealth'.' Solon sought to in~ucc in~ a 
State, tom by the dissensions of rich and poor, the ideal of social 
equality. He sought to ~ut do~ !he mighty ~om cxcrtmg the 
power of their wealth without limit, and he did what he could 
to exalt the poor. On the onC:bandi,he (:all~clled,!?Y_his 'Scisagi
thcia' the debts accumulated on mortgage by the poor peasan
try; he fixed a limit to the extent ?f landed pro~rtics; and he 
restricted l2y sumptuary laws the nght of the we tliy to flaunt 
fficir ~Ith. On the other hand, he attempted to re-establish 
farme~ee-holders on their farms; and by giving facilities for 
foreigners to settle ~ ttica m order t? exercise some s?1Ied craft 
he encouraged the rise oiirulus!!}', whicn was to prove, m tlic long 
run inc sa vation or the poor, and to rescue them finally from 
the dependence and misery of a p~~ agraria? regime._ In these, 
and in other ways, he sought to 10Stltutc social equality. The 
humanity of Attic law, it has been said, reflects his mild and pious 
temper. To protect the weak and the needy h~allowcd an_y 
Athenian citizen to undertake without risk, on another's behalf, 
a prosecution for a~ off.cn£,c; and hcrem nc t~k. a Ion~ 
step towards the institution of sure and even-handed Justice. His 
'law of associations' is also noteworthy. 

'He laid down the principle that an association with a com
mon cult was entitled to give itself statutes, whose validity for 

1 Plutarch in the Co,tvicium &plran Sapimtium, introduces the Seven Sages in 
the act of cfucussing the conditions necessary to the greatest happiness of the 
State; and he profel!IICS to give the opinions held by each of the Seven. 

• Pro""'6as, 343 b. 
• Grote, History of Grtta, tv. 113. 

• Zimmcm, op. cit., p. 1117. 
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the members of the as.,ociation, the State would recognise, so 
far as they did not conflict with its laws. The law included even 
privateering and shipping companies, and the mention of the 
former proves clearly its antiquity. Herc is erected the principle 
of freedom of as.,oclations; and it is significant that the Digest 
goes back to Solon's law.' 1 

But the work of Solon went further. It was his purpose, as we 
learn from his own dcgiac poems, in which he prepared and vindi
cated his work, to institute a general rule of balanced equality 
(or 'isonomy'), under which no class could either parade a claim 
of social superiority or enjoy undue political privilege. 

'I gave the people such power as sufficed, neither taking 
from their due honour, nor giving yet more than was due: 
I gave heed that men who had influence and were famous for 
their wealth should suffer nothing unseemly: I stood.,._with my 
shield held aloft,..to guard both the rich and the ~r, nor did 
I permit either to triumph wrongfully.' 

To one thinking in modem terms, it is natural to say that Solon 
was at once a legal reformer and a constitution-maker. The dis
tinction is really foreign to Solon's age and to Greek history in 
general. He did not make, and there never existed at Athens, a 
separate constitutional law. What he did was to enact~sct of 
J!lles, which have just been described, as instructions for the 
ofncials of the State, intended to control their administrative 
action. Treating the officials as the servants of the law, he de
fined the law in writing, so that a written code.. supcrscqcd an 
unwritten tradition; and while he thus put into operation the 
Greek concepuon of the rule of law, he implicitly founded a 
constitutional scheme based on its sovereignty, in which the 
officials naturally fell into their place as its servants. To make sure 
that they should act according to law, he made them res_pggsiblc 
to a ~bliC: court, whose institution was his great innovation. This 
court was the Hcliza, a popular court of some thousands of judges, 
in which the poorest of the citizens could sit and judge, and which 
(besides hearing appeals in exceptional cases) had the right of 
reviewing the conduct of every official at the end of his term of 
office. Herein 'Solon made the people sovereign of the verdict'; 
and on Aristotle's principle that 'the sovereign of the verdict is 
sovereign of the constitution', he implicitly established popular 
sovereignty, or dcm.ocracy.1 But as his work stood, he only 

1 Wilamowitz, op. cit., pp. 50-1. 1 Arilt., 'AD,p. trM., IL § I• 
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instituted democracy in the judicial sphere. He gave the people 
not so much the control of public policy, as the certainty of being 
governed legally in accordance with known rulcs.1 It was after 
all a less matter, though it was by no means unimportant, that 
he admitted the poorer Athenians to the Assembly, and thus gave 
them a voice in the election of their officials. 

Almost all the details of Solon's work, except those which arc 
contained in his own poems~ still matters of cfue_~e today. 
Among the Athenians themselves, by the end of the fifth century, 
there was already much dispute about the meaning and extent of 
his work; and these disputes were by no means academic, but 
vitally connected with actual affairs. On the one hand, the demo
cratic party claimed him ~ the father of tM ~clean. dcmo
cracr: on the other hand the 'moderat~•.• who wer~ o1½zarchi
cally mclin~, and who attempted a political rcvolution m 4u, 
regarded him as the father of an 'ancestral constitution' ~ 
ffl)~n:la) of a moderate and mixed type, neither democratI@ 
noryet oligarchical, to which, they urged, Athens ought to re
turn. Aristotle seems to have followed the latter line of inter
pretation, both in the '!-,fJriva.fuJV ffOAm:la and in th~P~lit~t and 
to have held that Solon established the ancestral constitution by 
a proper mixture of the different clements or inc Siate.1 There' 
is indeed. much that is reminiscent of Solon in ~ politic.al philo
sophy _gf Aristotle. Like Solon, he oclicves in the sovereignty of 
law. Like 8_glon1 to whom he ~cifically refers,• he believes that 
the people at large must receive, as a minimum of political power, 
'the right of electing to officc:i and calling the ptagistrates to 
account'. Above all, like Solon, lie cherishes the conception of the 
neutral and moderate and mcdiatory State, which is a proper 
mixture of the different clements, and permits no clement 'to 
triumph wrongfully'. 

This is perhaps the chief conception which the legislation and 
the elegies of Solon bequeathed to the Greeks. The neutral State, 
which the Greeks were to seek so long, and in so many different 
ways, in order to escape the strife that raged between the differ
ent sections of their society, found in him its first exponent. It 
was a conception natural to the troubled age in which he lived. 
At Mcgara the poetry of Thcognis presents a sharp antithesis of 
the 'good' and the 'bad', and the poet laments the overthrow of 

1 Zimmcm, op. cit., pp. 130-1. 1 Cf. Pol., 11173, b 35 sqq. (n. 111, § 11-6). 
1 11186, b 33-4 (m. 11, 8). 
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a nobility of birth by a mob 'wearing the skins of goats, and 
knowing nought of decrees or of laws' .1 If Solon had guided the 
State into its desired haven at Athens, Alcacus at Mitylcnc 'cannot 
comprehend the strife (OTao,S') of winds' that buffets the ship of 
state which Pittacus, ruling (5go-58o B.c.) as dictator after a re
volution in which Alcacus and his brother nobles had been 
banished, is seeking to steer into safety. Even at Sparta, stablest 
of Greek States, there was sore trouble, springing from questions 
of the land; and the Spartans had to face a rebellion of their 
oppressed serfs in Mcsscnia. The verse ofTyrtacus, contemporary 
with this trouble and rebellion, is not only a trumpet-call to 
battle, but a political sermon in praise of law-abidingncss 
(6M>µla). 

PYTHAGOREANS AND IONIANS 

The next epoch in the history of Greece, and of the political 
thought of Greece, is connected with the Ionic Renaissance. The 
Reformation which came from Delphi had been largely Doric in 
origin and tone. The great Doric State of Sparta always stood in 
close relations with Delphi; and the influence of the teaching of 
,the oracle was towards a Doric way of life. The vases and the 
architecture of the sixth century both show a trend towards the 
Doric mode. 1 But in the colonial land of Ionia conditions had 
always been different from what they were on the Greek main
land. Herc life had definitely run into the groove of cities from 
the first, and the old sanctities of tribal life had never found a 
home. In their place something of a rational and secularist tem
per flourished, in combination with an advanced and almost 
effeminate type of material civilization. In the hot-house air of 
the Ionic cities, thought and discussion played freely on all things 
in heaven and earth; and, perhaps aided to some extent by the 
influence of contact with the East, men began to turn to natural 
science, and from the days of Thales (we. 585 B.c.) to investigate 
the problems of the material world. Puzzled by the riddle of the 
~hysical universe, seemingly composed of many clements, yet 
liable to changes which transmuted each one of these into 
another, they cast about to find the one Identical, the single 
substratum of matter which underlay all the clements, and from 
which they all proceeded. This single substratum of matter, this 
one stuff of which all things were made, however it might be con-

l Theognis, vv. 350-1 1 Burnet, Grtd P/rilosophy, p. 34-
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ccived, they called aturc. 1 It is perhaps too readily assumed 
that before Socrates men studied Nature alone, and that thinkers 
were first induced by his example to study Man (Tjfh/).1 But the 
conclusions at which the pre-Socratics arrived about Matter 
were not mere theories of physical scientists dealing with a prob
lem of chemistry: they were, to those who propounded them, 
solutions of the riddle of the universe. As such, they applied to the 
life of man as much as they did to the life of the earth. Conclusions 
with regard to the clements of physical nature and their mutual 
relations involved similar conclusions about the clements of man's 
moral nature and the connexion of those clements - about the 
clements of the State, and the scheme by which they were united. 

This step from a supposed physical truth to its moral counter
part was perhaps made most readily by the Pythagoreans of the 
fifth century, when they turned into a system of philosophy the 
Rule of Pythagoras, an Ionian from the Island of Samos (circ. 
530 B.c.), who had settled and founded a school in southern Italy. 
The unity to which they reduced physical clements was not a 
material substance, such as had been postulated by most of the 
Ionic philosophers, but the more immaterial I principle of 
number. Such a principle was easily extended to the moral world 
of man's conduct. The underlying principle of that world, it 
might be argued, was also one of number, or the observance of 
number.' In this way the later Pythagoreans attained their idea of 

1 Nature really meant to the Ionians what we mean by Matter. They 'had 
drawn the outlines of the theory of matter in the physicist's sense of the word' 
(Burnet, op. cit., p. 27 ). 

1 Aristotle, however (on whose dicta this assumption is based, cf. Met., g87, 
1-4; 1078, b 17-19), whilchcapcabofSocrateJ as npl nl ,)8utd1rpuy>'4NVO~, 
does not say that he was the fint to tum to Ethics, but that he was the fint to 
introduce definitions, and that he introduced them in the sphere of Ethics. 

• It is true that the Pythagoreans regarded number as extended in space. 
• For such an extension one may compare Plato, Gorgias, 507 E-5o8 A. Plato 

argues that moral selfishness (trA«o,,.,ffu) contradicts the physical fellowship and 
friendship which holds together earth and heaven. and contravenes the 
principle of geometrical equality. He seems to be contending that as, e.g. the 
planet& arc kept together in fellowship by the fact that each keeps ill appointed 
place, and does not violate equality by trespassing on that of its neighbour, so 
men should abide in a fellowship secured by the fact that each keeps his 
appointed J)lacc, and does not violate equality by trcspa.,sing to 'get more' 
T,iMo1"r«ffw). This is also the teaching of the R.,f,ul,lic. Plato, who inherited much 
from Pythagorcanism, inherited, perhaps more than anything else, its mathe
matical intcrcats, and approached philosophy from mathematics; while Aristotle, 
more like Empcdocles, made his approach from biology (Burnet, Gruk Pl,,ilosofJli.,, 
pp. 11, 71 ). There is probably a Pythqorcan clement in Plato'• comparison of 
the order of the human with that of the natural world, cf. infra, p. 157. 

C 

--
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justice. dustice was a number la&.,c,r uror: it was a number 
multip eel into itsclf,__a ~~c number.. A square number is a 
~cct harmony, because it is composed of equal parts, and the 
number of the parts is equal to the numerical value of each part. 
If justice is defined as a square number, it follows that justice is 
based on the conception of a State composed of equal parts. A 
number is square so long as the equality of its parts remains: a 
State is just, so long as it is distinguished by the equality of its 
parts, and justice is the preservation of such equality. But how is 
such equality to be preserved? By taking away from the aggressor, 
who has made himself too great and his victim too small, all the 
profit of his aggrcaion, and by restoring it in its integrity to the 
loser. Hence the further definition of justice by the Pythagoreans 
as requital (-ro cin:rn:f1l'OVfl&s-): with what measure you mete, it 
shall be measured out to you again. It is obvious that in this 
conception of justice there are dements which were to influence 
the trend oflatcr political thought. 1 Herc is the idea of the State 
as a sum of equal members: here is the idea of its aim as consisting 
in a harmony or equipoise callcdjusticc, whicn preserves the nice 
adjustment of the members. In the Republic Plato adopts this con
ception of justice, and gives it a more spiritual content and a 
deeper truth. Justice is an adjustment, but an adjustment which 
gives to each of the spiritual factors which go to form the State -
reason, spirit, and appetite - its right and proper place. In 
Aristotle's theory of 'particular' justice the formal and numerical 
aspect of the Pythagorean conception may perhaps be traced. 
The theory of distributive and rcctificatory justice in the Fifth 
Book of the Ethics, and the application of a theory of justice to 
commerce in the First Book of the Polities, may both owe some
thing to Pythagorean teaching. 1 

1 Burnet, however (Early Gruk Plrilosof>lrJ, p. 317; cf. also bis Gruk Philosoph.1, 
p. go), regards the definition of justice as a square, as 'a mere sport of the ana
lotJical fancy'. But the same might be said of Herbert Spencer's oonccption of 
the State as an organism-which is, none the less, a vital part of his system. And 
it is especially easy to apply mathematical analotJies to justice: cf. Maine, 
All&iml Law (p. 58) : 'The equal division of numbers or physical magnitudes is 
doubtless dOICly entwined with our pcrccptiona of justice; there are few associa
tions which keep their ground in the mind so stubbornly or are dismissed from 
it with such difficulty by the deepest thinkers.' 

1 Aristotle distinguishes 'universal' justice, which is generally directed to the 
maintenance of social and moral order ('the public side in law, and especially 
••• its criminal clement'), from 'particular' justice, which deals with the dis
tribution of rights by the State to individuals and the correction or redress of 
private wrongs (cf. Sir Paul Vinogradoff, Columbia Law llnMw, Nov. 1go8). He 
objcctl to the Pythagorean definition of justice as mere requital (Ethiu, v. 11311, 
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Thus, perhaps, had the Pythagoreans of the fifth century hdpcd 
the growth of political science by their application of the prin
ciples of natural philosophy to the State. Some of them went 
beyond the application of number to the conception of justice, 
and taught a definite theory of politics. The essence of that theory 
was the divine right of wisdom to rule the State; and its outcome 
was a belief in monarchy of a theocratic type, ruling j,,r, diuino 
over its subjects as God rules over the world. It is possible that 
such teaching is later than the fifth century, and only an echo of 
the philosopher king of the Republi&; it is also possible that it 
preceded and helped to influence Plato. 1 A later generation 
usigncd to Pythagoras himself, in the sixth century, the tenets of 
his later disciples, and believed that he had attempted to realize 
them in practice. Tradition told of a club of Three Hundred 
founded by Pythagoras at Croton, which consisted of young men 
trained, like the Platonic guardians, in philosophy, and, like 
them, governing the State in the light of their philosophy. The 
Pythagorean principle ,co,vu ro -rwv #).uw ('the goods of friends 
are common property') was equally interpreted into an anticipa
tion of the communism advocated by Plato. We may, however, 
regard these traditions and interpretations as a later reading of 
Platonic ideas into the mind of 'the master': ips, non duit. The 
work which Pythagoras himself achieved, and the doctrines 
which he himself taught, were of a simpler pattern; and though 
he anticipated Plato, he did not anticipate him either by training 
young men for a life of politics or by advocating communism. 
When we clear away from his name, on the one hand, the later 
devdopments of his teaching due to the Pythagoreans of a later 
age of which we have already spoken, and on the other, the 
Platonic dements which crept into the later tradition about him, 
we shall find that what he did was to found a society, and to 
inculcate 'a way of life' on its members. He was the first, but by 
no means the last (supra, p. I I), for whom philosophy issued in 
a Rule to be communicated to a circle or 'order' of disciples; 
and herein he may already be said to have anticipated Plato. 
He founded his order in Croton, a city of southern Italy. The 
order became involved in political disturbances; but there is no 

b 1111); but be holds that proportionate requital is the very bond of the State. It 
is not only the basis of the action of the State in its work of distribution and oor
rcction: it regulates the voluntary dealings of the citizens with one another, and 
is the basis of commercial exchange. 

1 Cf. Campbcll's introduction to his edition of the Poliliau, pp. xx-xxvii. It is 
possible that Plato refers to these tenets in the Polili&us; cC. i,ifra, pp. 317-18. 
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discover what Athenians were thinking in the later fifth century, 
we seem to see men reflecting primarily about politics and the 
world of man's conduct and institutions: if they tum to physics, 
it is 'by way of illwtration', and to get examples (which, they 
fancy, will serve as proofs) for their political idcas.1 Physical 
science had come to Athens with Anaxagoras, during the ascen
dency of Pericles, who may have introduced the philosophy of 
Ionia to Athens as part of a policy of imparting to the Athenians 
'something of the flexibility and openness of mind which char
acterized their kinsmen across the sea'. 1 Archelaw of Athens, a 
disciple of Anaxagoras, and according to tradition the master of 
Socrates, was, we are told by Diogenes Lacrtiw, the last of the 
iffiysfcists, and the first of the moralists, delivering lectures on 
law and jwticc. It wash~ who first drew the famow disti11_ction 
between tf,va,r ~S' in the world of human affairs, and 
fiugnt that 'the noble and the base exist by convention (vdµ<p) 
and not by nature (tf,vaE,)'.3 

It was natural that the Greeks, and more particularly the 
Athenians, should soon turn from considering the riddle of the 
universe (for their thinkers began with the greatest first) to con
sider the riddle of a smaller ,coaµ.or, and to inquire into the 
'nature' of the State and its relation to the individual. After 
the attempts of the Ionian physicists to solve the mystery of 
physical matter, and to find a single basis of all its changes, there 

1 This is the opposite of what we have just seen in Anaximander and Hera
clitus. They bad argued from politics to physics - or at any rate from man to 
matter: this is to argue from physics to politics. One may detect a trace of this 
line of argument in the Phaenissae of Euripides (538-551), where it is argued 
that as night and day interchange equally on their yearly course, each yielding 
place to the other, so there should be equality and interchange of office in the 
State. Similarly Plato, in the &f,ubli&, uses the physical analogy of the dog to 
justify the assignation of the same political duties to man and woman; and 
Aristotle justifies slavery in the first book of the Polities by examples of similar 
subordination in nature. (A German writer, whom I followed too implicitly in 
the first edition (Dummler, Prokgomma o, Platons Staal), bas suggested that 
behind the passage in the Phamissae, and some other passages in other plays of 
Euripides, there lies a political treatise which Euripides bad used, and whose 
writer had attempted, by a parallel between the order of the world and the 
order of the State, to justify the theory of a democratic State acting under the 
IIOVCrCignty of law. This is probably a carrying of the search for QJMllm to too 
peat a length. German writcn are somewhat prone to discovering political 
treatises supposed to have been written in Athens during the Pcloponncsian 
War; cf. i,ifra, pp. go-1.) 

• Burnett, &I., Gruk Philosop/ay, p. 277. 
1 Ritter and Prcllcr (8th ed.), § 218 b. 



APPENDIX 

Two Fragments from the Treatise of the 
Sophist Antiphon 'On Truth, 

I 
Justice [in the ordinary view] consists in not transgrcwng [or 
rather, is not being known to transgress] any of the legal rules 
(voµ.,µ.a) of the State in which one lives as a citizen. A man, there
fore, would practise justice in the way most advantageous to 
himself if, in the presence of witnesses, he held the laws in high 
esteem, but, in the absence of witn~, and when he was by 
himself, he held in high esteem the rules of nature ( .,a 'l'ijS' q,ucmoS' ). 
The reason is that the rules of the laws (Tel TWV v&µ.wv) are ad
ventitious, 1 while the rules of nature are inevitable [ and innate] ; 
and again that the rules of the laws arc created by covenant 
'4}'0M>y710lVTa) and not produced by nature (#vra), while the 
r:wes of nature are exactly the reverse. A man, therefore, who 
transgresses legal rules, is free from shame and punishment 
whenever he is unobserved I by those who made the covenant, 
and is subject to shame and punishment only when he is observed. 
It is otherwise with transgression of the rules which are innate in 
nature. If a man strains any of these rules beyond what it can 
bear, the evil consequences arc none the less, if he is entirely 
unobserved, and none the greater, if he is seen of all men; and 
this is because the injury which he incurs is not due to men's 
opinion (6ia 6&eav), but to the facts of the case (al a,\~0£&av).3 

The question with which we arc here concerned arises from 
every point of view (mwrwv baa). Most of the things which are 

1 bn.Bfra. - a word which implies imposition ab atra, and 1Uggcsts something 
factitious. It is even med, in later Greek writcr:s, in the sense of 'fictitious', and 
in opposition to ~s. 

1 Plato, in the beginning of the &J,ubli&, and especially at the beginning of the 
aecond book, ill occupied with the same point - whether it is worth a man's 
while to practise juaticc when he ii ypotvnrrd .J1" one ~"'"l'lng;wliich 
liia the power cir making its owner invisible, would justice pay? (&/>., 359-01 ). 

• To transgress the rules of health, for instance (we may 1Uppote the writer to 
mean), brings an inevitable reaction which proceeds inexorably from the facts ol 
theciue. To transgresaaruleagainstperjuryproducesnoinevitablereaction:only 
if one is observed is there any reaction, and then it is only a reaction of opinion. 
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legally just are [none the less] in the position of being inimical to 
nature. Jbr_ law it has_ been laid down for the ey__es what they 
should see and what they should not see i for the ears what they 
should hear, and what they should not hear·; for the tongue what 
it should speak, and what it should not speak; for the hands 
what they should do, and what they should not do; for the feet 
whither \hey should go, and whither they should not go; and 
for the mind what it should desire, and what it should not desire. 
Now the things from which the laws seek to turn men away are no 
more [? less] agreeable or akin to nature than the things which 
the laws seek to turn men towards. [This may be proved as 
follows.] To nature belong both life and death. Men draw life 
from the things that arc advantageous to them: they incur death 
from the things that arc disadvantageous to them. But the thin1r.1 
which are established as advantageous in the view of the law are 
restraints on nature [i.e. they prevent men from drawing life, 
which belongs to nature, from the things that are really advan
tageous to them], whereas the things established by nature as 
advantageous are free [i.e. they leave men free to draw life from 
the things that are really advantageous to them; for they are 
identical with those things]. 1 Therefore things which cause pain 
[and so are akin to death] do not, on a right view, benefit nature 1 

more [on the contrary, they benefit nature less] than things 
which cause pleasure [ and so are akin to life]; and therefore, 
again, things which cause suffering would not be more advan
tageous [on the contrary, they would be less advantageous] than 
things which cause happiness - for things which are really 
(-rqi «i.\71lM) advantageous ought not to cause detriment, but 
gain .... 3 [Take the case of those] who retaliate only after 

1 The argument at this point is not clearly stated. Roughly it seems to mean 
that life and death are natural processes, and that the one proces., results from 
what is naturally advantageous to the human body, and the other from what is 
naturally disadvantageous. The law, by giving another and an artificial 
definition of 'advantageous' and 'disadvantageous', and by seeking to enforce 
that definition, interferes 'l\ith the free working of these processes. 

1 They do not benefit nature, since they do not promote or benefit life, which 
belongs to nature. 

1 The argument appean to be in favour of simple hedonism, but it is ob
lCUrdy apresscd. It may perhaps be stated as follows: 'By nature men desire 
life, and by nature therefore they desire the things which are advantageous to 
life. Pleasant things are advantageous to life, and so by nature men desire 
pleasant things. But the natural is also the real. Therefore pleasure, being 
naturally advantageous - since it is advantageous to life, which ia naturally 
desirable - is really advantageous. The law, however, does not proceed in this 
way. It declares things not to be advantageous which by nature, and really, 
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suffering injury, and are never themselves the aggressors; or 
those who behave well to their parents, though their parents 
behave badly to them; or those, again, who allow others to prefer 
charges [ against them] on oath, and bring no such charges them
selves. Of the actions here mentioned one would find many to 
be inimical to nature. They involve more suffering when less is 
possible, less pleasure when more is possible, and injury when 
freedom from injury is possible. 

[The writer now attacks legal justice from another point of 
view. Hitherto he has attacked law and its presumptions; now he 
attacks law-courts and their operation. Hitherto he has argued 
that law makes wrong what is right; now he argues that the 
machinery of the law cannot carry its own false presumptions into 
effect.] Now if those who adopted such courses received any help 
from the laws, or those who did not adopt such courses, but took 
the opposite line, suffered any loss from the laws, there would be 
some use in paying obedience to the laws. But, as a matter of 
fact, it is obvious that legal justice is inadequate to help those 
who adopt such courses. In the beginning [i.e. before any legal 
cognisance can be taken of the facts] it permits the injured party 
to be injured and the offending party to commit his offence. But 
it is not only that legal justice is in no position, at this point, to 
prevent the injured party from being injured, or the offending 

arc advantageous: it declares, for instance, a theft by a starving man not to be 
advantageous, whereas really such a theft is advantageous, since it helps the 
man to live. Again, convendy, the law declares things to be advantageous 
which by nature, and really, are not advantageous: it declares, for instance, a 
starving man's abstinence from theft to be advantageous, though such abstin
ence, causing as it does the man's detriment, is really disadvantageous.' The 
argument is a fallacy, because it isolates the individual. If an individual existed 

'"niofutely by himself, it mignt oe· aavlintagcous for him to steal; but there 
would be nobody from whom he could steal. But if he exists, as he does, in 
aociety, and as a member of society, nothing can in the long run be really 
disadvantageous to him, which is socially advantageous. If it is 90cially advan
tageous that there should be property and respect for property, then no member 
of society really loses, or suffers detriment, by respecting the property of others. 
If a man respects the property of others, others will respect his property: and if 
at the moment he has no property, that does not prevent the possibility of his 
having property in the future. Rights and duties are correlative, and the one 
implies the other"" The assumption of 'invisibility' - that is to say, of going un
observed in a failure to respect nghts - does not vitiate this argument; for it is 
an assumption that cannot be made. Social man, whose life is lived in the 
presence of his fellows, is not 'invisible': and the more society perfects its 
mechanism - not only of police, but also of communication - the more do all its 
members live in glass houses. 
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H 

Habituation (~6'c,µds}, 222, 356, 430, 
438--9, 444 

Happincs (~), its relation 
to jurtice, 144, 146, 157-8, 1~, 
246,268,287, 301-5 

Harmony, Pythagorean doctrine of, 
56; Platonic conception of har
mony of 110W and State, 146, 151, 
200,203, 2o6, 325 sq., 329-30, 344, 
36g-70 (• also Self-control and 
Concordance). 

Hedonism, 1114, 161, 303 n. 1 & 11 (• 
also Pleasure). 

Hegel, 13, 42 n. 1, 16g n. 1, 454-5 
Helots, 27, 374 n. 3, 442 n. 1 
Heraclitus, sB-9, 6o, 67 n. 1 
Heredity, 1159 sq., 382, 415 (• also 

Eugenics). 
Heretia, 402, 410, 42~, 447-8 
Herodotus, 3 n. 1,411, 64 n. 1 & 2, Bg, 

1153, 3o8, 334, 365 n. I & 2 
Hippias (the Sophist}, 66, 73, 175 
HippodamUJ, 93-4, 365 n. I 
History, all history contemporary, 

16-1,; Plato's treatment of his
tory, 18g-go, 265-6, 283-4; Plato
nic phil0110phy of history, 285-6; 
the Laws on the les.,ons of Greek 
history, S56-6s 

Hobbes, 16, 79, &, 143, 184 n. 2, 190 
n. 1, 226, 270, 4(>8 n. 2 

Household, the State and the, 187 
n. 1, 316 (su also Family). 

I 

Ideas (Platonic), 105, 146, 195-7, 231, 
233 

Idea ol'the Good, 1g6, 219, 225, 229, 
5133, 235 

ldeala, function of, 165-6, 277 sq., 
377 

Ideal State, Greek conception of, 4, 
92 sq.; Platonic conception of, 148, 
172 n. 2, 187 sq., 370 

Idealism ol'Plato, 251, 264 n. 1, 278 
sq., 337 

Ignorance, of statesmen criticized by 
Plato, 45-6, 173, 202-S, 212 

Impiety(~), 8-g, •~ 427 n. 2 

Individualism, 62, 70, 73, 78, So, g6 
n. 3, 123-5; Plato's attitude to, 172, 
173-4, 18o-1, 184 n. 2, 204, 267 
sq.; Rousseau and, 452 

Industry, 21, 49, rgo, 191 n. 1, 245, 
376--7 c-also Craftsmen). 

Injustice, 146, 17g-8o, 285-6, 292--3, 
301 sq. 

Inspectors, of country, in the UZIIJs, 
393-4, 440--1 

Instinct, 111, 149, 1511, 185 (• also 
Opinion). 

Intention, in crime, 413, 417-18, 419 
Interest, 170, 191 n. 1,293, 373-4 
International relations, Bs-4, 307-8 
Invalids, Plato's treatment of, 225-6, 

266,274 
loniam, 1 n. 2, 52; Ionian philo-

10phen, 52 sq., 5g-6 1, 64, 6g-70, 75 
Iaocrates, 23, 67, 92, n5-20, 127,154, 

175, 211, 1128, 230, 30,-S, 309 

J 
Jus, 1o6-7;jua belli, 31o;jm gentium, 

129 n. 3, 353 n. 1 ; jus naturae, 73, 
123, 310, 342· 

Justice, diltributive justice, 13, 54, 
233 n. 1, s8g (m also Equality); 
justice basis of State, 30--1; Pytha
gorean view of, 54; Ionian philo
,ophen on, sB, 61--1i; 10phistic view 
of, So, 95-8; Socrates on, 73, 10,; 
in Plato'• view it ia -,dl,s -1 
inSc,pos, 58, 162, 177 n. 2; in the 
Rlfn,bl" it ia n .9,i,roO .,,p1:rm.,,, 
I 70, I 72""3, I 76, J 77--208, 1109-10, 

1126-7,242,246,2~,254-5,275, 
285-6, 292-3, 2g6-7, 328, 344, 
362-3, 454; justice and happiness, 
301-6, 414 

K 

Knowledge ('1.&anl,&11), Socratic doc
trine of two knowledges, IOI sq., 
149 n. 1, 179; in Plato'• view 
politics needs real knowledge, 
which ia tranSmiasible, 149-50; thia 
ia an architectonic or master know
ledge, 144-9, 154, 315; auch know
ledge must be sovereign and abso-
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